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As the largest project in the school’s history and only the second design-build project, the 

Village at Alpine Valley project is a 212,000 SF, mixed use complex. Three Residence Halls 

housing over 500 students offer a mix of suites, lounges, study alcoves, floor lounges, with a 

30 bed Resident Advisor ratio. This $74 million project includes a signature Dining Hall 

(Roaring Fork) serves 400+ patrons with an all-you-care-to-eat marketplace concept including 

a retail emporium, late night grill, scratch bakery, full catering facilities, multipurpose 

conference and rental space, exhibition / demonstration space, elevated terrace, and rooftop 

garden.  This 36,500 SF two-story facility overlooks the Front Range and Pikes Peak. 

 

Kiewit teamed with Page Architects to deliver the Village in two phases: Phase 1: two 

residence halls and dining hall; Phase II: one residence hall. The Kiewit/Page Team worked to 

provide uninterrupted use of existing facilities during construction, remain on schedule, and 

present UCCS with seamless architectural and landscaping continuity across the campus. This 

project fulfills the client’s desire to “have a campus that proudly and articulately expresses its 

history and vision for its future.”1 

 

Solutions of Special Challenges / Projects 

Kiewit creatively and effectively dealt with scheduling obstacles working closely with the 

client and subcontractors to keep this project moving forward successfully. 

• During site excavation Kiewit worked with UCCS officials to nurture an awareness of the 

archeological sites on and around campus. This project shared a boundary with land 

known to have Native American artifacts, requiring special care, planning, and additional 

time to assure that if artifacts were found they were culturally protected. 
                                                      
1 Kelsey, Lamar "Campus Design Guidelines" University of Colorado at Colorado Springs (2008, 2011), http://www.uccs.edu/Documents/facsrvs/campus%20design%20guidelines%2007.pdf, 
Accessed August 12, 2016. 

http://www.uccs.edu/Documents/facsrvs/campus%20design%20guidelines%2007.pdf
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• The Kiewit/Page Team coordinated with other construction activities and public utility 

operations in the area to ensure that disruptions to other work in progress, other customers, 

and current residence hall occupants were minimized. Through coordination meetings held 

with the stakeholders, the team determined the windows of opportunity with the least 

amount of disruption to existing facilities. Construction activities were carefully sequenced 

to allow for the most amount of work completed in the least amount of time. 

• State electrical and plumbing inspectors were made available on a limited basis.  Kiewit 

utilized MEP engineering, coordinating individual disciplines to take advantage of inspector 

visits, avoiding undue delays. 

• The Artist-Rendered intricate flooring design in Roaring Fork required a precise schedule for 

material installation. The artistic design was laid in stages, restricting activities above the 

flooring for prolonged time periods. Kiewit and subcontractors adapted schedules to allow 

for flooring installation without effecting the overall scope of work. 

• May-June of 2015, almost 14 inches of precipitation fell in Colorado Springs, more than 

three times the average. Losing almost a month due to weather, Kiewit and the client worked 

to extend and maintain an aggressive schedule that kept phase 1 within the original time 

frame.  

• This project is located adjacent to existing occupied residence halls. This required constant 

communication with UCCS officials to schedule utility disruptions during low usage, secure 

the site safely without blocking ADA access, and practice noise reduction construction 

during residence hall quiet hours. Kiewit adjusted site work around heavy traffic situations 

such as sporting events to reduce construction congestion.  

 

Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach 

The Kiewit/Page Team provided Design Review Board presentations, interior architecture, 

suite/unit design prototypes, and interior finishes to UCCS and other stakeholders. Kiewit 

worked with UCCS Auxiliary Services, Residence Life staff, and appropriate UCCS 

authorities to include their comments and concerns with regard to design. UCCS did formal 

reviews of design packages as they were produced and incorporated comments after each 

package to eliminate the need for redesign. 
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Kiewit shared estimate trend reviews (Value Analysis) with members of the Design Team to 

help guide decision making through the design of the project. The Kiewit/Page Team sought 

out and proposed several alternate mechanical systems (including working with public 

utilities) that were technically and feasibly equal to the original design intent. UCCS, Kiewit 

staff, subcontractors and applicable inspectors were involved in all pre-activity meetings to 

make sure quality requirements were communicated and understood by all parties. 

Kiewit was able to achieve quality construction on this project focusing on the following: 

• Project Startup- A cohesive team established clear lines of communication and 

expectations. 

• Work Planning—Kiewit integrated cost schedule and constructibility early in the design 

process with subcontractor involvement and communication with the owner; Design 

charrettes were scheduled for major systems.  

• Field Execution—Kiewit used BIM modeling for site logistics, constructibility reviews, 

estimating, and renderings. 

• Project Closeout—Phase I completion date was revised contractually due to rain delay, yet 

still completed on time before students arrived for Fall Semester 2015; Phase II completed 

for Fall Semester 2016. 

 

Construction Innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement 

Kiewit followed strict work planning during build-up due to site restrictions. Form lay-down 

and concrete pours were quick, methodical, and well managed followed by installation and 

form removal, keeping the building site clear of unnecessary obstructions. While dorms were 

populated, work requiring noise was scheduled after 8:00 AM—other activities were shifted 

to before 8:00 AM to keep the project on schedule. 

 

Kiewit is very proud of the Roaring Fork Dining Hall. With its state-of-the-art kitchen and 

catering facility, innovative design elements give the owner a facility unmatched in this region. 

Unique design features include a rooftop garden, walkout terraces with unobstructed views of 
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the surrounding landscape (key objective of the UCCS Land Management guidelines)2, and a 

visual representation of the history, geography, culture, and archeology of the UCCS campus 

and surrounding lands. 

The entire village has a cohesive landscape design supporting the University’s dramatic 

visual impact planning and design objectives including enhancement of the existing 

landscape to create vistas, providing for a variety of spaces, and form connections between 

the campus zones. 

 

Environmental/Safety 

Kiewit sets the standard in construction for safety, through our motto—Nobody Gets Hurt. The 

responsibility to keep each other and the public safe is taken very seriously. Employee 

engagement was expected and necessary collaboration between craft and staff helped to 

prevent safety incidents. Kiewit’s craft-led safety program, Craft Voice in Safety (CVIS), 

engaged workers on a field level in order to promote safety programs and give front line 

workers a forum to discuss safety in the workplace. Management was 100% committed to the 

program that motivated employees to recognize risks and mitigate hazards through training and 

promotion initiatives. Safety training, observation programs, and job hazard analysis were 

some of the tools and procedures used to help employees prevent incidents. An example 

involved tie-off points poured into the bottom of concrete slabs during framing to give workers 

an additional safety feature while constructing vertically. The Village project recorded a 

staggering 519,609 total safe man-hours. 

 

Student safety was at the project forefront. Phase I utilized fencing to designate the 

construction site boundary; Phase II used signage and wayfinding with ropes and barricades. 

Dedicated ADA access was provided for students and patrons during both phases. 

                                                      
2 "Master Plan" University of Colorado at Colorado Springs (2012), http://www.uccs.edu/Documents/facsrvs/Master%20Plan/mpSep2012.pdf, Accessed August 12, 
2016. 
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Kiewit is committed to sustainable design concepts.  Features of this pending LEED Gold 

project include: 

• Reduced heat island effect 

• Minimized light pollution 

• Efficient fixtures to reduce water consumption 

• Energy recovery systems and efficient equipment to reduce consumption 

• Low VOC materials 

• Automated building controls/occupancy sensors to reduce consumption  

The team implemented a best-in-class construction waste management plan to reduce waste and 

divert and recycle what was generated. Kiewit provided protection to the environment outside 

the site boundary by including best management protections for storm water and run-off. The 

following were implemented to minimize future operational and maintenance costs: 

• High performance glazing/framing systems to reduce energy ingress and egress 

• Grass swales and detention ponds 

• Practical walking paths integrated into the transportation system 

• Energy recovery systems to capture unused energy 

• Locally sourced materials 

 

Excellence in Client Service and/or Contribution to Community 

Few other higher education campuses enjoy such a spectacular setting in the foothills of the 

Front Range with million dollar views of the Colorado Rocky Mountains, with its beautiful 

bluffs and wooded arroyos. The Village at Alpine Valley not only helps to move the UCCS 

Strategic Plan forward but also improves educational opportunities to those searching for higher 

education. 

During the project several stakeholders from UCCS commented that this project was the best 

design process compared to past experiences. Weekly meetings with UCCS officials allowed 

everyone involved from the Design-Build Team and UCCS to have an equal voice. “It has been 

a pleasure to work with the Kiewit / Page Design-Build team. The team’s attention to the needs 
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of the University from a design, cost, and constructibility perspective have made the Village at 

Alpine Valley the best design process thus far for UCCS,” Carolyn W. Fox, Director of Design & 

University Architect, UCCS. 

 

“It was an incredible feeling to turn over such a spectacular project to UCCS. We had a great 

team and overcame every challenge that came our way. I’m proud of this job.” John Todd, 

Project Manager, Kiewit. 
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Visual Presentation
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